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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Ribosomes catalyze protein synthesis but have only a few characterized roles in regulating it ([@bib29], [@bib56]). Rather, the most-studied molecular regulatory mechanisms of translation are mediated by eukaryotic initiation factors, RNA binding proteins, and microRNAs ([@bib19], [@bib12]). The characterized catalytic role of the ribosomes corresponds well to the model of the ribosome as a single complex with a fixed stoichiometry: four ribosomal RNAs and 80 core RPs ([@bib49], [@bib3]), some of which are represented by several paralogous RPs. Despite the longstanding interest in ribosome structure and function, the exact stoichiometry and possible heterogeneity of the ribosomes have been challenging to measure directly ([@bib52], [@bib53], [@bib18]). Such measurements are enabled by modern quantitative mass spectrometry (MS). Indeed, MS has transformed our understanding of protein complexes, such as proteasomes ([@bib48]) and nuclear pore complexes ([@bib34]), by demonstrating variability among their protein subunits. Furthermore, quantitative MS has proved useful in characterizing ribosome biogenesis ([@bib8]).

Studies of eukaryotic ribosomes ([@bib30], [@bib14], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib20], [@bib28]) have demonstrated that (1) genetic perturbations to the core RPs specifically affect the translation of some mRNAs but not others and (2) mRNAs coding for core RPs are transcribed, spliced, and translated differentially across physiological conditions ([@bib38], [@bib37], [@bib35], [@bib44], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib33], [@bib46], [@bib17], [@bib22]). These results suggest the hypothesis ([@bib29], [@bib15], [@bib56]) that, depending on the tissue type and the physiological conditions, cells can alter the stoichiometry among the core RPs comprising the ribosomes and thus, in turn, alter the translational efficiency of distinct mRNAs. Alternatively, differential RP-expression can reflect extra ribosomal functions of the RPs ([@bib30], [@bib55], [@bib50]). Furthermore, polysomes (multiple ribosomes per mRNA) from different cancer cell lines have similar core RP stoichiometries ([@bib39]). Thus, the variable RP stoichiometry in the ribosomes of wild-type cells that is suggested by the ribosome specialization hypothesis remains unproven.

We sought to test whether wild-type cells have ribosomes with differential RP stoichiometry. For this test, we chose two divergent eukaryotes: budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and mouse ESC. We chose budding yeast because of our previous observations that RPs are differentially transcribed across growth rates ([@bib42], [@bib43]) and that RP levels change differentially between glucose and ethanol carbon source ([@bib46]). To investigate whether such differential transcription of RPs affects the ribosomal composition, we used the same media as in our previous experiments, minimal media supplemented with 0.2% glucose. In this media, unlike in rich media supplemented with 2% glucose, yeast cells have a prominent monosomal peak that may reflect different translational regulation ([@bib2], [@bib6], [@bib47]). We chose embryonic stem cells to test differential RP stoichiometry in wild-type mammalian cells because of the interesting phenotypes of RP deletions/knockdowns in ESC. For example, haploinsufficiency for Rps5, Rps14, or Rps28 interferes with ESC differentiation but not with their self-renewal ([@bib13]). Furthermore, unlike heteroploid cancer cell lines grown in culture, ESC have a high monosomes-to-polysomes ratio, consistent with the possibility of differential translational regulation ([@bib40], [@bib13]).

Results {#sec2}
=======

Differential Stoichiometry among Core RPs in Mouse ESC {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------------

To explore whether the stoichiometry among core RPs can vary, we first isolated monosomes and polysomes from exponentially growing mouse embryonic stem cells (ESC), doubling every 9 hr, [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A. The ESC ribosomes were isolated by velocity sedimentation in sucrose gradients ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A); see [Experimental Procedures](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. To confirm that the prominent monosomal peak is reflective of ESC biology and not of poor ribosome fractionation, we also fractionated the ribosomes of neuroprogenitor cells derived from the ESC. Despite growing three times slower (doubling time 29 hr) than the ESC, the neuroprogenitor cells have a larger fraction of their ribosomes in polysomal complexes, [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B. This observation confirms earlier findings by [@bib40], and thus further bolsters the conclusion that a low polysome-to-monosomes ratio is characteristic of ESC.

Having isolated monosomes and polysomes, we sought to quantify their protein composition. The proteins from individual sucrose fractions were digested to peptides, labeled with tandem mass tags (TMT), and quantified on Orbitrap Elite based on the MS2 intensities of the TMT reporter ions; see [Supplemental Information](#app3){ref-type="sec"}. The monosomal sample was quantified in two replicates (1a and 1b), and the results indicate very high reproducibility (ρ = 0.92; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). To control for protease and peptide biases, the proteins from each analyzed sucrose fraction were digested either by trypsin (T) or by lys-C (L), and peptides from each digestion were quantified independently. Because of the different specificity of trypsin and lys-C, most RP peptides (1,058) were identified and quantified only in the trypsin or only in the lys-C digestion, while only 269 peptides were identified and quantified in both digestions. Thus, only very few peptide-specific biases (such as co-isolation interference) may be shared between the two digestions.

The measured levels of a unique peptide (a peptide present in a single RP) reflect the levels of the corresponding RP, post-translational modifications (PTMs) of the peptide (if any), and measurement error. We quantify on average ten distinct RP peptides per RP ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), and the levels of these peptides allow both the estimation of the RP levels and the consistency of these estimates. To depict both the estimates and their consistency, we display the full distributions of relative levels of all peptides unique to an RP as boxplots in [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and 1D. The RP levels across the sucrose gradient (estimated as the median of the levels of unique peptides) indicate that some RPs are enriched in monosomes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C), while other RPs are enriched in polysomes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Each RP group includes proteins from both the large (60S) and the small (40S) subunits of the ribosomes and thus differential loss of 40S or 60S cannot account for the RP levels displayed in [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and 1D. Indeed, normalizing for the total amount of 40S and 60S proteins in each fraction does not alter significantly the results. The RP enrichment in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is substantially higher than the measurement noise, consistent across replicates and across distinct peptides, and highly statistically significant at false discovery rate (FDR) *\<*10^*−*6^. The relative levels of all RPs with quantified unique peptides are displayed in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} to illustrate the global pattern of RP levels across monosomes and polysomes. This pattern shows more RPs whose variability is consistent across replicates and enzymatic digestions. In contrast, the levels of RPs buried in the core of the ribosomes remain constant, with estimates fluctuating within the tight bounds of the measurement noise, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. This fixed stoichiometry among RPs constituting the ribosomal core suggests that even ribosomes lacking some surface RPs likely have the same core structure.

In principle, if only a few peptides are quantified per RP, the measured peptide variability might reflect reciprocal variability in corresponding PTM isoforms (if any) across the sucrose gradients; e.g., the unmodified isoform is enriched in monosomes and a phosphorylated isoform is enriched in polysomes. Such differential distribution of PTM isoforms (if any) is interesting since it represents another layer of ribosome regulation but cannot explain the data for an RP quantified by dozens of peptides spanning the protein length and indicating highly consistent fold changes across the sucrose gradient; see [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplemental Information](#app3){ref-type="sec"}.

We further tested the differential RP stoichiometry with an independent method, western blots, and in another strain of mouse ESC. Consistent with the MS data in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the western blot data ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) indicate that Rps29 and Rps14 are enriched in polysomes, Rpl11 is enriched in monosomes, and Rpl32 does not change beyond the measurement noise.

Differential Stoichiometry among Core RPs in Yeast {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------------------

Having found differential stoichiometry among mouse RPs, we sought to further explore (1) whether such ribosome heterogeneity is conserved to budding yeast and (2) whether the RP stoichiometry can change with growth conditions and metabolic state. To this end, we employed sucrose gradients to separate the ribosomes from yeast cells grown in minimal media with either glucose or ethanol as the sole source of carbon and energy ([@bib46]); see [Supplemental Information](#app3){ref-type="sec"}. Consistent with previous observations that the type and the concentration of the carbon source influence the ratio of monosomes to polysomes ([@bib2], [@bib6], [@bib47]), the ratio of monosomes to polysomes in our yeast cells grown in 0.4% ethanol ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A) or in 0.2% glucose ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) is higher than is typically observed for yeast grown in rich media containing 2% glucose. As in mouse, some RPs are enriched in monosomes ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C) and others in polysomes ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D and 3E). This enrichment is reproducible (correlation between replicates ρ = 0.97; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F) and consistent across independent unique peptides whose levels are shown as boxplot distributions in [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and 3D.

We investigated whether the differential levels of RPs, both in yeast and in mouse, may reflect the presence of ribosome biogenesis complexes or other extra-ribosomal complexes containing RPs. We estimated that biogenesis factors are over 200-fold less abundant than RPs across all samples ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), and 80-fold less abundant even in the monosomal fractions ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B) where ribosome biogenesis particles are enriched; see [Supplemental Information](#app3){ref-type="sec"}. These data suggest that the proteins derived from immature ribosomes can contribute about 1%--3% to the RP fold changes, while some measured RP fold changes exceed 100% ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The contribution of immature ribosomes to our RP estimates can be further tested by using the order in which RPs are incorporated into the small subunits. This order has been established for bacterial RPs in vitro ([@bib31]) and confirmed in vivo ([@bib8]). We used this order, as well as the correspondence and nomenclature between orthologous bacterial and mammalian RPs ([@bib21]), to test the trends that are expected if biogenesis particles are abundant enough to influence RP quantification: RPs that are incorporated early should be enriched in the monosomal fractions and depleted from polysomal fractions; the late RPs should show the converse trend. While these trends are observed for some RPs (such as S4 and S14), the opposite trends are observed for other RPs (such as S3, S5, S11, and S15; [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). The overall pattern of relative RP levels in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} cannot be fully accounted for by the order of RP incorporation during ribosome biogenesis ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C).

The pattern of relative RP levels shown in [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C--3E indicates that RP stoichiometry depends on two factors: the number of ribosomes per mRNA (as in mouse) and the carbon source in the growth media; the RP levels that are higher in glucose compared to ethanol also tend to increase with the number of ribosomes per mRNA ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C--3E). Furthermore, the ratios between the polysomal and monosomal levels of yeast RPs correlate to the corresponding ratios for their mouse orthologs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G; p value *\<*0.03), suggesting that the RP-stoichiometry differences between monosomes and polysomes are conserved across yeast and mouse.

Many yeast RPs are represented by two highly homologous paralogs, and we explored whether the exchange among paralogs (one paralog substituting for the other) can account for the measured differential stoichiometry in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E. The levels of paralogs localized on the surface of the ribosome, such as Rpl17a and Rpl17b, are positively correlated and thus inconsistent with paralog exchange across the analyzed ribosomes ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E). In contrast, RPs embedded deep in the core of the ribosomes either remain constant (the estimated fluctuations of their levels are within error bars) or their paralogs exchange (e.g., the levels of Rpl37a and Rpl37b are anticorrelated; see [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E), indicating that each ribosome has a copy of Rpl37. In general, the RPs whose levels differ the most among the different fractions are located on the surface of the yeast ribosomes, as can be seen from their 3D color-coded rendition in [File S1](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([Movie S1](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and PDB files).

RP Enrichment in Polysomes Correlates to Fitness {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------------

Next, we tested the differential RPs stoichiometry and its phenotypic consequences by independent fitness measurements. Our observation that the RP stoichiometry depends on the number of ribosomes bound per mRNA parallels measurements of higher translational activity of polysomes compared to monosomes ([@bib51], [@bib16]); some studies have even reported that the translational activity per ribosome increases with the number of ribosomes bound per mRNA ([@bib32], [@bib54]), but this finding has not been widely reproduced. We therefore hypothesized that genetic deletions of RPs enriched in the more active ribosomes---as compared to RPs enriched in less active ribosomes---may result in a larger decrease of the translation rate and thus lower fitness. To test this hypothesis, we computed the correlation ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A) between the fitness of yeast strains with single RP gene deletions ([@bib36]) and the corresponding relative RP levels measured in the tetra-ribosomal fraction (four ribosomes per mRNA). Consistent with our hypothesis, the fitness of strains lacking RP genes is inversely proportional to the relative levels of the corresponding RPs in the tetra-ribosomes ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Extending this correlation analysis to the RP levels in all sucrose fractions shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E results in a correlation pattern ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B) that further supports our hypothesis by showing the opposite dependence for fractions with fewer ribosomes per mRNA: the fitness of strains lacking RP genes is proportional to the relative levels of the corresponding RPs in fractions with fewer ribosomes per mRNA ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). This correlation pattern holds both for ethanol and for glucose carbon sources. To mitigate possible artifacts in the fitness data due to potential chromosome duplications in the deletion strains, we computed the correlations between the RP levels and the fitness of the corresponding RP deletion strains only for RPs without paralogs (thus unlikely to be affected by chromosome duplication) and found much higher magnitudes of the correlations ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and 4B). This result suggests that the differential RP stoichiometry is not limited to paralogous RPs substituting for each other.

To further explore the functional significance of the differential RP stoichiometry, we examined whether polysome-enriched RPs are preferentially induced at higher growth rates. We previously found that the degree of growth-rate-dependent transcriptional induction varies significantly across RPs ([@bib5], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib45]). We quantified the growth-rate responses of RPs by regressing their mRNA levels on growth rates and computing growth rate slopes. The magnitudes of RP growth-rate slopes range from positive (mRNA levels increase with increasing growth rate) to negative (mRNA levels decrease with increasing growth rate), see [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Analogously to our fitness analysis ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A), we correlated the growth-rate slopes to the relative RP levels from [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E. Consistent with our hypothesis, the correlation pattern ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C) indicates that the higher the growth-rate slope of a RP, the higher its enrichment in sucrose fractions corresponding to increasing numbers of ribosomes per mRNA.

We extended our fitness analysis from yeast to mouse using the published depletion data from CRISPR knockouts in human ESC ([@bib41]); see [Supplemental Information](#app3){ref-type="sec"}. We used BLAST to identify the closest mouse orthologs of each human RP with depletion data ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D) and correlated the fitness of human ESC lacking the human RP orthologs to the RP levels across sucrose fractions that we measured ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The correlation pattern ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E) is similar to the one in yeast ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A--4C) and highly significant (FDR *\<*0.1%). This pattern indicates that the fitness of ESC lacking RP genes is directly proportional to the relative RP levels in monosomes and inversely proportional to the relative RP levels in polysomes. The magnitude of this inverse proportionality increases with the number of ribosomes per mRNA ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E), consistent with our hypothesis. The fact that the fitness of human ESC lacking RPs correlates significantly to the levels of the corresponding mouse orthologous RPs suggests that the differential RP stoichiometry and its biological functions are likely conserved across mouse and human. The magnitude of this correlation increases when the correlation is computed based only on the orthologs whose sequences are over 80% identical between mouse and human ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E), providing further evidence for the conserved fitness consequences of the altered RP stoichiometry.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

For decades, the ribosome has been considered the preeminent example of a large RNA-protein complex with a fixed stoichiometry among the constituent core RPs ([@bib49], [@bib3]). However, the direct and precise measurements of RP levels required to support this view have been very challenging. Prior to our work, the most direct and precise quantification of RP stoichiometry that we know of is based on measuring the radioactivity from RPs labeled with ^14^*C* or ^3^*H* and separated on 2D gels. Some of these studies ([@bib52], [@bib53]) achieved very high precision (SE *\<*10%) and reported over 2-fold deviation from 1:1 stoichiometry for multiple RPs. Other studies of prokaryotic ribosomes ([@bib18]) achieved lower precision, and the deviation from 1:1 stoichiometry was within the experimental error of the measurements. The results reported in [@bib52], [@bib53], and [@bib18] are all consistent with our findings, albeit our measurements are limited to eukaryotic ribosomes. This prior work and our measurements reflect population averages across a heterogeneous pool of ribosomes and thus likely underestimate the magnitude of the variability among RP stoichiometries.

A simple mechanism that may account for our observations is that the rates of translation initiation and elongation depend on the RP composition. Ribosomes whose RP composition corresponds to higher ratios between the initiation and the elongation rates are likely to be found in fractions with multiple ribosomes per mRNA. Conversely, ribosomes whose RP composition corresponds to lower ratios between the initiation and the elongation rates are likely to be found in fractions with fewer ribosomes per mRNA. Indeed, increased growth rate on glucose carbon source that we find associated with altered RP stoichiometry has been previously reported to be associated with faster elongation rates ([@bib4], [@bib57]).

Velocity sedimentation in sucrose gradients is unlikely to perfectly separate ribosomes based on their RP composition. For example, short mRNAs and the ribosomes translating them can be found only in the fractions containing few ribosomes per mRNA regardless of the efficiency of translation and the RP composition of the ribosomes ([@bib1]). Similarly, even the most highly translated mRNA that is likely to be translated by polysome-type ribosomes will go through a stage when only a single ribosome is loaded and thus will be found in the monosomal fraction. Other factors may also contribute to the mixing of different ribosomes in each sucrose fraction, including variation in the mRNA length, any degree of ribosome runoff, and mRNA shearing during sample handling, if any. None of these factors, however, is likely to artifactually contribute to the differential RP stoichiometry that we observe. Rather, the presence of ribosomes with different RP compositions in the same sucrose fraction would average out and decrease the differences, resulting in underestimation of the RP variability.

The conserved difference between monosomal and polysomal ribosomes ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G) raises the question about the activity of monosomes, especially given the lower estimates for their translational activity ([@bib51], [@bib54]). The RP levels in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E indicate that the RP composition of trisomes in ethanol is more similar to the composition of monosomes than to tetrasomes. This observation shows that monosomes may have similar RP composition to polysomes, suggesting that the RP composition of monosomes is not necessarily indicative of a nonfunctional state.

The correlations between RP composition and fitness can be explained by the expectation that the higher the translational activity of a ribosome, the higher the fitness cost of its perturbation in rapidly growing stem cells. The key factor required for this expectation is the differential RP stoichiometry that we measured. The differential RP stoichiometry in the absence of external perturbations suggests that cells use it as a regulatory mechanism of protein synthesis. One such example might be the preferential transcriptional induction of polysome-enriched RPs at higher growth rates ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C).

Variable mammalian RPs, such as Rps4x, Rps14, Rps20, Rpl5, Rpl10, and Rpl27, directly bind mRNAs ([@bib7], [@bib25]), and this binding might mediate translational regulation as previously suggested ([@bib29], [@bib26], [@bib30]). Furthermore, deletions or overexpressions of many of the variable RPs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B) have well-characterized phenotypes both in development and in cancer. For example, the knockdown or haploinsufficiency of the polysomally enriched Rps19 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B) causes Diamond Blackfan anemia by selectively affecting the synthesis of some proteins but not of others ([@bib20]). Interestingly, our data indicate that RPs that are frequently mutated in cancers, such as Rpl5 and Rpl10 ([@bib11], [@bib27]), are enriched in the monosomes ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, RPs whose (over)expression promotes cancer, such as Rpl30, Rps20, and Rpl39 ([@bib10], [@bib9]), are enriched in the polysomes ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). One interpretation, among others, of these data is that loss of function of monosomally enriched RPs or overexpression of polysomally enriched RPs might promote protein synthesis and cancer cell growth.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

All yeast experiments used a prototrophic diploid strain (DBY12007) with a S288c background and wild-type HAP1 alleles ([@bib42]). We grew our cultures in a bioreactor (LAMBDA Laboratory Instruments) using minimal media with the composition of yeast nitrogen base (YNB) and supplemented with 2 g/l D-glucose.

Mouse embryonic stem cells (E14 10^*th*^ passage) were grown as adherent cultures in 10-cm plates with 10 ml DMEM/F12 media supplemented with 10% knockout serum replacement, nonessential amino acids (NEAA supplement), 0.1 mM β-mercapto-ethanol, 1% penicillin and streptomycin, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF; 1,000 U LIF/ml), and 2*i* (GSK3β and Mek1/2 inhibitors).

Both yeast and mouse embryonic stem cells were lysed by vortexing for 10 min with glass beads in cold polysome lysis buffer (PLB) buffer. The crude extracts obtained from this lysis procedure were clarified by centrifugation. The resulting supernatants were applied to linear 11-ml sucrose gradients (10%*--*50%) and spun at 35,000 rpm in a Beckman SW41 rotor either for 3 hr (for yeast samples) or for 2.5 hr (for mouse samples). Twelve fractions from each sample were collected using a Gradient Station. More details are available in the [Supplemental Information](#app3){ref-type="sec"}.
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![The Stoichiometry among Core RPs in Mouse Ribosomes Depends on the Number of Ribosomes per mRNA\
(A) Velocity sedimentation in sucrose gradients allow separating ribosomes that are free or bound to a single mRNA (monosomes, depicted in black) from multiple ribosomes bound to a single mRNA (polysomes, depicted in blue). The absorbance at 254 nm reflects RNA levels, mostly ribosomal RNA. The vertical dashed lines indicate the boundaries of the collected fractions. Fractions are labeled at the top with numbers reflecting the number of ribosomes per mRNA.\
(B) Replicates MS measurements of the monosomes (A and B) indicate reproducible estimates for RP enrichment in polysomes.\
(C and D) Some RPs are enriched in monosomes (C) and others in polysomes (D). The relative levels of each RP are quantified as the median levels of its unique peptides, and the probability that the RP levels do not change across the quantified fractions is computed from ANOVA (indicated at the top). The distributions of levels of all unique peptides from trypsin (left panels) and from lys-C (right panels) digestions are juxtaposed as boxplots to depict the consistency of the estimates across proteases, different peptides, and experiments.\
For each fraction, the mean intensity of all RP peptides was normalized to 1. On each box, the central line is the median, the edges of the box are the 25^th^ and 75^th^ percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points.\
See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr1){#fig1}

![Global Pattern of Differential Stoichiometry among Mouse RPs across Sucrose Gradients\
The relative levels of core RPs in monosomes and polysomes were quantified by MS and found to vary depending on the number of ribosomes bound per mRNA. The measurement noise was estimated by (1) replica quantification of the monosomal fraction (by using different tandem mass tags reporter ions, 126 or 131) and by (2) estimating RP levels separately using either trypsin (T) or lys-C (L) digestion, as indicated at the bottom of each column. The log~2~ levels of each RP are shown relative to their mean.\
See also [Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Tables S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr2){#fig2}

![The Stoichiometry among Core RPs in Yeast Ribosomes Depends Both on the Number of Ribosomes per mRNA and on the Physiological Condition\
(A and B) Ribosomes from either ethanol (A) or glucose (B) grown yeast were separated by velocity sedimentation in sucrose gradients. Depiction is as in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A.\
(C) Rpl35b is enriched in monosomes (p \< 10^*−*3^) and in ethanol carbon source (p \< 10^*−*3^).\
Depiction is as in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The p value at the top is computed from ANOVA and quantifies the probability of observing the variability of Rpl35b peptides by chance.\
(D) Rpl26a is enriched in polysomes (p \< 10^*−*9^) and in glucose carbon source (p \< 10^*−*4^).\
(E) Levels of core RPs in the sucrose fractions estimated from their unique peptides quantified by MS. The RP levels vary depending on the carbon source (glucose or ethanol) and on the number of ribosomes bound per mRNA, indicated at the top. Monosomes from ethanol grown yeast were quantified in two biological replicates (first two columns). The log~2~ levels of each RP are shown relative to their mean. See [File S1](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([Movie S1](#mmc8){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and PDB files) for color-coded depiction of these data on the 3D structure of the yeast ribosome.\
(F) The RP fold changes between the tetrasomes of yeast grown in glucose carbon source and the monosomes of yeast grown in ethanol carbon source are highly reproducible. The ethanol samples were collected and processed independently and compared to the glucose tetrasomes.\
(G) The log~2~ ratios between polysomal and monosomal levels of mouse RPs are plotted against the corresponding log~2~ ratios of their orthologous yeast RPs. The significant (p value *\<*0.03) positive correlation between these ratios suggests that the differential RP stoichiometry is conserved across yeast and mouse. The plot includes all orthologous RP pairs with over 65% sequence identity between yeast and mouse.\
See also [Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Tables S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr3){#fig3}

![The Relative Levels of RPs across Monosomes and Polysomes Correlate Significantly to the Fitness of Yeast and Mammalian Cells Lacking the Genes Encoding These RPs\
(A) The fitness of RP-deleted yeast strains ([@bib36]) is inversely proportional (p value \<4 × 10^--3^) to the relative levels of the corresponding RPs in tetrasomes from yeast growing on ethanol carbon source. The RPs without paralogs are marked with red squares.\
(B) Extension of the analysis in (A) to all sucrose fractions: correlations between the relative RP levels from [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E and the fitnesses of strains lacking the corresponding RP genes ([@bib36]). The correlations are shown either for all quantified RPs or only for RPs without paralogs.\
(C) Correlations between the relative levels of the RPs from [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E and the their transcriptional growth rate responses (slopes). The growth-rate slopes were previously computed by regressing (*R*^2^*\>* 0.87) the levels of mRNAs in glucose-limited steady-state cultures of yeast against the growth rates of the cultures ([@bib42]).\
(D) Distribution of sequence identity between human RPs and their closest mouse orthologs; the sequences and annotations for RPs are from SWISS-PROT.\
(E) Extension of the analysis for yeast in (A) and (B) to mouse: correlations between the relative levels of mouse RPs from [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and the fitness of human ESC lacking the corresponding human ortholog ([@bib41]). The correlations are shown either for all quantified RPs or only for RPs whose sequence identity between mouse and human exceeds 80%. The correlation for monosomes is shown in replicates (1a and 1b).\
See also [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All error bars are SD from bootstrapping.](gr4){#fig4}
